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1, INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Dantzig, Eisenberg and Cottle [1] first formulated a pair of the symmetric dual nonlinear programs 
in which the dual of dual equals the prime, and established the weak and strong duality for these 
problems concerning convex and concave functions. Mond [2] presented a slightly different pair 
of symmetric dual nonlinear programs and obtained more generalized uality results than that 
of Dantzig, Eisenberg and Cottle [1]. 
On the other hand, Mond and Weir [3] gave another different pair of symmetric dual nonlinear 
programs in which the convexity and concavity assumptions were reduced to the pseudo-convexity 
and pseudo-concavity ones, and established the weak and strong duality of these programs. 
Recently, Kim and Lee [4] extended symmetric dual problems of Mond-Weir type to variational 
problems under the pseudo-invexity assumption. 
Weir and Mond [5] formulated a pair of the symmetric and self dual nonlinear programs for 
multiobjective nonlinear programming. Mond and Weir [6] proved symmetric duality theorems 
for multiobjective nonlinear programs under the assumptions of pseudo-convexity and pseudo- 
concavity. 
Problems of self duality type are discussed in [7,8]. Mond and Cottle [9] showed that for the 
symmetric dual program of Dantzig, Eisenberg and Cottle [1], if f (x,  y) is skew-symmetric, the 
program is self dual. Mond and Weir [3] showed that a similar result holds for Mond-Weir type 
self duality. 
*This research was supported in part by the Basic Science Research Institute Program, Ministry of Education, 
1996, Project No. BSRI-96-1440. 
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In this paper, we suggest the second-order symmetric and self dual programs in multiobjective 
nonlinear programming. For these second-order symmetric dual programs, we prove the weak, 
strong, and converse duality theorems under convexity and concavity conditions. Also, we prove 
the self duality theorem for these second-order self dual programs and illustrate its example. 
The following conventions for vectors in II( n will be used: 
x < y e:> xi < yi, 
x<=yevx i  <=yi, 
x <_ y ¢=> xi <= Yi, 
x 2; Y is the negation of x < y. 
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ;  
i=1 ,2 , . . . ,n ;  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n  but x # y; 
If f is a k-dimensional thrice differentiable vector function of x, y E I~ n, then Vxf(x, y) denotes 
the n x k matrix of first partial derivatives. If A E R k, then Vz(ATf ) (x ,y )  denotes gradient 
(column) vector with respect o x. Subsequently, Vxz(ATf)(x, y) denotes the n x n matrix of 
second partial derivatives. 
We consider the following multiobjective programming problem: 
minimize: f(x), 
subject o: g(x) <= O, (MP) 
where f : R" -+ I1( k and g : R '~ --~ R m. Let X = {x ] g(x) =< 0, x E N '~} be the feasible set 
of (MP). 
DEFINITION 1.1. A point -2 E X is an efficient (or Pareto optimal) solution of (MP) i f  there 
exists no other x E X such that f (x )  < f (2)  (i.e., for all x E X ,  f (x )  2; f (2)) .  
DEFINITION 1.2. A differentiable function f = ( f l , . . .  , fk)  : R n --4 N k is said to be convex 
(strictly convex) if  for all x, u E R n, 
fi(X) -- fi(U) ~ (>) (X -- u )Tv f i (u ) ,  for each i = 1 , . . . ,  k, 
where in the case of strict convexity, x # u. f is concave if and only if - f  is convex. 
A mathematical programming problem is said to be self dual if, when the dual is recast in the 
form of the primal, the new program constructed is the same as the primal problem. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A function f (x ,  y), x, y E N n is said to be skew-symmetric if  f (x, y) = - f (y ,  x), 
for all x and y, in the domain of f . 
2. SYMMETRIC  DUAL ITY  
We formulate a pair of the following multiobjective s cond-order symmetric nonlinear programs. 
Minimize: f (x ,y )  (yT•y (AT f ) (x ,y) )  T - e - (y (ATS)  (x,  V)p) e, 
subject o: V~ (AT f) (x,y) + pTVuv (AT f)  (x,y)  <= O, X, p >= O, (MSP) 
A > 0, ATe ---- 1. 
Maximize: S(u,v) - (uTVz (ATS) (u, v)) e - (uTVzx (Atopf ) (u ,v )p)  e, 
subject o: Vx (AT f)  (u,v) +pTVx~ (AT f) (u,v) >__ O, v, p >= O, 
A > 0, ATe = 1, 
where f : R" x R" ---* lI~ k, p E R n, A e R k, and e = (1 , . . . ,  1) T E R k. 
(MSD) 
THEOREM 2.1. 
for (MSD) with 
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(Weak Duality.) Let (x, y, A, p) be feasible for (MSP), and (u, v, A, p) be feasible 
(~xx(ATf)('tt, v) 0 ) (X--U) ,(0" 
0 -Vyy (Al-f) (x ,y )  v - y = 
Assume that f(-, y) is convex for fixed y, and f(x, .) is concave for fixed x. Then 
f(x, y) - (yTV:~ (AT f) (x, y)) e -- (yTVyy (ATf) (X, y)p) e 
f(x,y)(u,v) -- (UTVx (ATf) (u,V)) e -- (~tTVxx (ATf)(u,v)p) e. 
PROOF. Assume that 
f(x, y) -- (yTV:~ (AT/) (X, y)) e -- (yTVyy (ATf) (X, y)p) C 
--< f(~, ~) -- (u~Vx ( :S ) (~,  ~)) e -- (~TV~ (A~S) (~, ~) ; )e  
Then, since A :> 0, 
(ATf) (x, y)  -- yTVy (AT f) (x ,  y )  -- yTVyy (AT f) (x, y)p  
< (AT f) (u,v) -- uTV~ (AT f) (u,v) -- uTv~z (AT f) (u,v)p. 
From the assumptions ofconvexity of f(., y) and - f (x ,  .), 
so that 
f (x,y) -- f(u,v) >--_ (X -- u)Tvxf(u,v)  -- (v  -- y)TVyf(x,y),  
i.e., 
(AT f ) (x ,y ) -  (AT f)(u,v) ~= (x -  u)Tvx (AT f)(u,v) --(v - -y )Tv  v (AT/)(x,y), 
(i) 
(ATy) (x, y) --vTV~ (AT/) (x, V) - yT%~ (AT f) (x, y)p 
> ( :S )  (~,~) -- ~Tv~ ( :S )  (~,~) - ~v~ (ATf) (u,~)p, 
which contradicts (1). Thus, the result holds. 
THEOREM 2.2. (Strong Duality.) Let (~,~,-A,~) be an efficient solution of (MSP): fix A = -A 
and p = p in (MSD). Let Vvy(-AT f)(~,y) be positive definite, and the set {Vyfi(~,Y)}~=l ..... k be 
linearly independent. Assume that the assumptions o£ the Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the objective 
walues o£ (MSP) and (MSD) are equal, and (~, ~, -A, ~) is an et~cient solution of (MSD). 
Therefore, 
(AT f)(x,y) -- yTVy (ATf)(x,y) -- (AT f)(u,v) + uTvx (AT f) (U,V) 
>= XTVx (AT f) (u, v) - vTvy (AT f) (x, y), 
>=-xm~Yxx (A~f)(u,v)p+vTVyy (AT f)(z,y)p, (by the feasibility for (MSP) and (MSD)), 
_> _uIVxx ()(r f)  (u, v)p + yTVvy (AT f) (x, y)p, (by the inequality of assumption). 
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PROOF. Since (~,~,A,~) is an efficient solution of (MSP), there exist a E R k, ~ E •n, .), E R n, 
p E R n, and w E ~k such that the following Fritz John conditions are satisfied at (~,~,A,~): 
__  T _ T V 
(~ _ (~T e) ~ T V~S + (Z - (~Te)~) T V~ (X T S) 
(~ _ (~Te)~)  T V~ (XTS)  - ~ -- O, (~) 
(~- (~)~)~ ~s + (~- (ote)~)~ {~.  (~TS)~}-~ =O, (~ 
.~T~-= 0, (6) 
pT~ = 0, (7) 
0jT'~" 0, ,~T (~y ('~-Tf)_{.~T~7yy (~.T f) ) =0, (8) 
(~,~,% p,w) > 0. (9) 
Multiplying (4) by # and using (7), we have (~ - (aTe)#)T~Yy~(-ATf)~ = 0, and it implies that 
since V~y(ATf) is positive definite, 
/3=(aTe)~ and ~=0. (10) 
From (10), (3) becomes (a - (aTe)-A)Tvyf = 0, and since {V~fi(~,~)}~=l,...,k is linearly inde- 
pendent, 
If a = 0, then/3 = 0, and from (2), (4), and (5), "r = 0, p --- 0, w = 0, which contradicts (10). 
Using (10) and (11), (2), (6), and (8) can be written as 
~T (~Ty (-~T f )  Jr ~T~yy (~Tf)) : 0, 
'~T (~x (~'Tf) + .~T~xz (~'T f)) = 0. 
Thus, (~,~,A,~) is feasible for (MSD), and the objective values of (MSP) and (MSD) are equal 
there. 
Clearly, (~,~, A, ~) is an efficient solution of (MSD). Otherwise, there would exist a feasible 
solution (x0, Y0,A,P) for (MSD), such that 
>_ 
= f (~-,'~')- (~T'~y ('~Tf)('x,'y))e- (.~T~yy (..~.Tf)(.~.,.~).~)e. 
This contradicts Theorem 2.1. 
Proof of the following converse duality theorem follows along the lines of the proof of Theo- 
rem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. (Converse Duality.) Let (~,~,-A,~) be an efficient solution of (MSD): fix A = -A 
and p = ~ in (MSP). Let Vz~(ATf) (~,~) be negative definite, and the set {V~f~(~,~)}~_-~ ..... /¢
be linearly independent. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then the objective 
values o£ (MSP) and (MSD) are equal, and (~, ~,A,~) is an efficient solution of (MSP). 
REMARK. In the above theorems, if we give A _> 0 instead of A > 0, then the same results also 
hold under the assumption of the strict convexity of f(., y) or - f (x ,  .). 
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3. SELF DUAL ITY  
Now, we establish the self duality theorem for (MSP) and (MSD). 
Minimize: H(x,y ,A,p)  - f (x ,y)  - (yT•y  (AT f)  (x,y))e - (yTVyy  (AT f ) (x ,y)p)  e, 
subject to: Vy (AT f) (x,y) +pXVyy (AT f) (x,y) <_ O, x, p >= O, (MSP) 
A > 0, ATe = 1. 
Maximize:  V(u,  v, A, p) - f (u ,  v) - (uTVx  (AT f )  (u, v))  e -- (uTV~x (ATf )  (u, v)p) e, 
subject to: V~ (AT f)  (u, v) + pX,~ (AT f) (u, v) >= O, v, p >__ O, (MSD) 
A > O, ATe = 1, 
where f : R n x R n --* ll( k, p E R ~, A E R k, and e -- (1 . . . .  ,1) T E ~k. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be skew-symmetric. Then (MSP) is self dual If (xo, yo, Ao,po) is a joint 
optimal solution, then so is (Yo, xo, Ao, Po) and 
H(yo, xo, Ao,Po) = G(xo, Yo, Ao,Po) = O. 
PROOF. (MSD) can be rewritten as 
minimize: - f (u,  v) + (u TVx (AT f) (u, v)) e + (uX~Txx (A X f )  (u, v)p) e, 
subject to: - V~ (AT f) (U, v) --pTVxx (AT f) (U, v) _--< 0, v, p :> 0, 
A > 0, ATe ---- 1. 
Since f is skew-symmetric, 
f(u, v) -= - f (v ,  u), Vx (AT f) (u, v) ---- --Vy (AT f) (v, u), 
Vxx (ATf)(u,  v) -= --Vyy (AT f) (v, u). 
Then (MSD) becomes 
and 
minimize: f (v ,u)  - (uTVy (ATf) (v,u)) e -- (uTVyy (ATf) (v,u)p) e, 
subject to: Vy (AT f) (v, u) - -pTVyy (AT/) (v, u) =< 0, v, p __> 0, 
A > 0, ATe = 1, 
which is just (MSP). Thus, (xo,Yo, Ao,Po) optimal for (MSD), implies (yo,xo, Ao,Po) optimal for 
(MSP), and by symmetric duality, also of (MSD). Therefore, 
H (yo, xo, Ao, Po ) = G ( xo, Yo, Ao, Po ) = -H  ( yo, xo, Ao, Po ) = O. 
EXAMPLE. In Theorem 3.1, let f : [0, 1] x [0, 1] --+ R 2 defined by 
f (x ,  y) = (x - y, e ~ - eY) T . 
Then f is skew-symmetric. From 
H 1 = \x - -~+ye y, - +-~+ 
and 
x 
I x, y • [0, 1]} 
G x,y, z.' ' = - y -  xe~' - - - -  Ix, yE[O, 1] 
2 
(xo, y0, Ao,Po) = (0, 0, (1/2, 1/2) x, 1) is a joint optimal solution. Thus, the optimal value is 
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